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Abstract
Genetic surveys are uncovering the diversity of bacteria, and are causing the species concepts used
to categorize these to be questioned. One difficulty in defining bacterial species arises from the
high rates of recombination that results in the transfer of DNA between relatively distantly related
bacteria. Barriers to this process, which could be used to define species naturally, are not apparent.
Here, we have reviewed conceptual models of bacterial speciation and simulate speciation in
silico. Our findings suggest that the rate of recombination and its relation to genetic divergence,
have a strong influence on outcomes: we propose that a distinction be made between clonal
divergence and sexual speciation. Hence, to make sense of bacterial diversity we need data not
only from genetic surveys, but also from experimental determination of selection pressures and
recombination rates, and from theoretical models.
Introduction
Bacteria are promiscuous. They often live in environments with an abundant diversity of
donor DNA, and studies of the genomes of members of the same, or similar species, indicate
the dynamic nature of gene acquisition, loss and transfer (1). It is probably possible, via a
series of intermediates and vectors, to transfer genes between any two bacteria. Besides the
illegitimate recombinational process that leads to gene acquisition from distantly related
sources there is convincing evidence that homologous recombination may frequently replace
small regions of the genome of a bacterium with those from other members of the same
species or from closely related species (2). The rate of homologous recombination varies
greatly: in some species it appears to be rare and leads to the evolution of distinct clonal
lineages, whereas in others these localised recombinational imports arise much more
frequently than mutations (3). In recent years, extensive homologous recombination has
been shown to be so widespread that it may be regarded as the norm rather than the
exception.
Nonetheless, surveys of genetic diversity in the bacterial kingdom are revealing that, far
from a continuum mediated by promiscuous gene exchange, bacteria seem to form clusters
of genetically related strains (species), at least for those genera studied so far (4-6). There is
thus uncertainty regarding the nature of bacterial speciation and the influence that
homologous recombination exerts upon it (7).
One proposition is that speciation (by which we mean the generation of permanently distinct
clusters of closely related bacteria) could arise, not because of fundamental ecological
constraints or geographic separation, but rather as a consequence of recombination failing
more frequently between DNA sequences that are different than between those that are
similar (8-10). In experimental studies of recombination in bacteria from widely differing
genera, a consistent pattern of decline in the recombination rate as a function of genetic
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distance has been observed (Fig. 1A) (11). This effect has been shown to be associated with
the various mechanisms that detect the sequence similarities between donor and recipient
DNA, principally MutS mediated mismatch repair and RecA mediated recombination
(12-14). RecA is involved in initiating recombination between donor and recipient DNA and
is thus essential for recombination, while MutS inhibits recombination between mismatched
sequences. One mechanism that has received particular attention is the requirement of RecA
for minimally efficient processing segments (MEPS), which are short regions of sequence
identity located at either end of the donor DNA strand, hypothesized to be required for
recombination to occur (15). This mechanism can generate the general relationship seen in
fig 1A, and provides a corroborative estimate for the length of MEPS as being between
twenty and thirty base pairs (16). Whatever mechanism underlies the decline in
recombination with increasing sequence divergence, this relationship results in constraints
on recombination operational at the genomic level, potentially allowing species distinctness
to emerge as a dynamic corollary to diversification and adaptation (8, 9).
While this picture of speciation driven by recombinational (i.e., sexual) incompatibility is
appealing, especially for the parallels it offers with the biological species concept of Mayr
(17), the elucidation of the quantitative detail of recombinational incompatibility is only one
aspect of the story (or stories) of bacterial speciation. What drives new strains to cross these
‘soft’ genetic barriers and form new species? How distinct must clusters be for this soft
barrier to be effective enough to maintain separation, and for the evolutionary fate of each
cluster to be distinct? Is there a consistent mechanism of speciation that applies to all
bacteria, irrespective of the rates and mechanisms of recombination, which are known
empirically to be extremely variable?
Modeling bacterial diversity
Genetic surveys of bacterial populations usually provide a static picture of the patterns of
genotypic clustering, consequently exploring the dynamics of populations requires
theoretical models using computer simulations and analytical approximations. Clustering in
natural populations can then be compared with those from simulated populations if the
genotypes of strains are defined in the same way. Isolates within bacterial populations are
commonly characterized by the alleles at seven house-keeping loci (multilocus sequence
typing; MLST), where each allele corresponds to a different sequence (18).We have
developed a model in which strains are defined in the same way and in which alleles change
at defined rates by mutation or recombination. We also showed that genetic diversity in
several bacterial pathogens could be explained by this simple model of neutral drift (19).
The use of neutral models of mutation and drift is not a denial of selection, but a recognition
that much observed population genetic structure can be explained in simple terms. It makes
sense, as a null model, to explore the dynamics of neutral diversification and the conditions
under which populations do, or do not, separate into distinct genotypic clusters that mimic
the emergence of species. Estimates for the rates of mutation and recombination are
available from empirical studies of a variety of bacteria (e.g., (2, 20)), as is the relationship
between sequence divergence and recombination rate shown in fig 1A.
We estimated population mutation rates (denoted θ) in the range 1 to 10, while
recombination rates (denoted ρ) are more variable, ranging from 0.1 to 100 (19, 20). These
values are expressed per gene segment per generation, and are related to the underlying
biological mutation and recombination rates (denoted m and r respectively) via a constant
known as the effective population size Ne, such that θ=2mLNe and ρ=2rNe. Our estimates of
θ are based on genes approximately L≈500 base pair long, and if we take a plausible
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estimate of the DNA mutation rate (m) at 5×10-10 per base pair per replication (21), this
gives a ballpark estimate for the effective population size Ne of 107.
In interpreting the effective population size, note that this is not directly related to the census
population size, but is rather a measure of how much neutral diversity the environment can
carry. It may be considerably smaller than the census population size, as a result of many
factors, such as regular bottlenecks, genome-wide selective sweeps or hierarchical structure
(22). Consider for example an infectious agent, such as Streptococcus pneumoniae. Three
factors at least result in the effective population size being many orders of magnitude
smaller than the actual number of bacteria. First, the bacterial population is divided into
distinct populations within individual humans, and is transmitted via small inocula, so that
the number of infected people may be a better measure of population size than the number
of bacteria. Second, transmission is seasonal, with peaks occurring during the winter
months, creating bottlenecks during the low season, so that the effective population size may
reflect the number of people infected at the trough. Third, the human contact network is
hierarchically structured into communities, communities of communities and so on, so that
the effective number of people infected is lower than the actual number of people infected
(23). Thus, a population of trillions of bacteria can have a low effective population size.
Similar considerations may affect effective population sizes in many environments, such as
the partitioning of marine bacteria around nutrient rich coastal regions, seasonal regulation
caused by the “bloom-bust” cycle of algal nutrient availability, and local clustering of
populations around small particles of nutrients (24). In general, most natural populations of
bacteria live in structured environments with well-defined patches of growth, where serious
limits exist on the dispersion of novel types between patches. Establishing plausible
estimates for Ne for a diverse range of bacteria, as well as identifying the factors which
affect it, should be a research priority.
To explore speciation, we extended our previous model (19) to simulate simplified genomes
(Fig. 1C), using an effective population size Ne = 105, a population mutation rate θ=2 and
defining each strain by the alleles at a larger number of loci (=70), to counter the effect that
occasional recombination at a single locus has in distorting relationships between otherwise
divergent or similar strains (25). This model ignores several heterogeneities that may arise in
populations (e.g., fitness, ecology and recombination rate), but may nonetheless provide a
first-draft description of the generation of diversity by drift. Our choice of parameters and
model structure is an inevitable compromise between plausibility and computational
limitations, achieved principally by reducing the effective population size and using an
approximation algorithm for modeling mutation of DNA sequences (25).
The clonal-sexual threshold
The most salient feature of this simple model is a sharp transition in population structure
with increasing rates of homologous recombination. When recombination rates are low, the
population is effectively clonal in structure. In some sense, each clone has a separate
evolutionary fate, since novel alleles that arise are unlikely to spread horizontally through
the population. A feature of neutral population structure in the clonal region is strong
genotypic clustering (Fig. 2A,B). These clusters are unstable, and the long-term dynamics
are characterized by a constant process in which major clusters regularly emerge by chance
success, split, drift apart and eventually become extinct (Fig. 2C).
When recombination rates are increased to values between 0.25- and 2-fold the mutation
rate (per locus), a threshold is passed where clusters no longer diverge, but are constantly
reabsorbed into the parent population by the cohesive force of recombination. Alleles can
succeed through horizontal spread even when the parental lineage does not. The degree of
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clustering is much reduced compared with the clonal situation (Fig 2D,E) and dynamic
analysis (Fig 2F) reveals that what clustering there is (Fig 2E) is transient.
It is worth noting that in both situations, the degree of diversity at each locus is the same,
and is governed by the balance between extinction and mutation. The sexual population
contains more distinct genotypes, based on different combinations of a similar number of
alleles. Recombination is sufficiently frequent that the fate of alleles at one locus is not tied
to their association with alleles at other loci. In the clonal situation, in contrast, clusters
regularly become extinct (Fig 2C), and extinction of clones is the principal regulator of
diversity as a whole. Clustering can be defined as over-dispersion of the genetic distances
between isolates (Fig 2B,E,H), and a measure of this is the index of association (26). In
earlier work, we showed how to calculate this for neutral models (without the dependence
on sequence divergence of Fig. 1) (19), and have shown that the threshold between clonal
and sexual regimes holds for a wide range of parameters (20). The transition between clonal
and sexual population structure is studied in more detail in the accompanying
Supplementary Online Material (27).
Diversity-driven speciation in sexual bacteria?
In populations with high rates of recombination, the reduced rate of recombination between
two closely-related species, compared to that within each species, provides a mechanism of
sexual isolation that can maintain the separation of species, but it is unclear whether the
relationship between divergence and recombination rate is sufficient to cause species to arise
by drift. In other words, is it conceptually plausible that chance variation would occasionally
result in strains arising that are sufficiently different from the founder population that they
no longer recombine with the founders frequently enough to maintain genetic proximity, and
thus become sufficiently genetically isolated to form a new species? Our simulations suggest
that although this type of distance-scaled recombination can lead to the emergence of
separate populations, this only occurs under conditions in which the recombination rate
declines with divergence more rapidly than is suggested by experimentation (Fig 2G-I). For
values of this decline consistent with Fig 1A, we did not observe distinct populations
emerging in our simulations for the reason that the amount of variability within simulated
populations is too low for the recombination rate to vary appreciably (Fig 2D-F). Thus,
while this conceptual model is appealing, it is not supported by the quantitative detail of the
interplay between genetic diversification and sexual isolation.
Experimental studies of the relationship between sequence divergence and recombination
have focused on interspecific transfer of DNA, i.e., between organisms that are up to ∼20%
divergent, and are already presumed to be at least somewhat sexually isolated. For the
process of speciation modeled here, we are initially interested in the process of intraspecific
transfer, and so the most important question is how very small amounts of sequence
divergence, up to 5%, affects recombination. We know that bacteria may vary in their
mechanisms of recombination, and hence the pattern shown in Fig 1A may not be universal.
In a yeast, for example, a different relation between genetic distance and recombination rates
has been observed (28), where the recombination rate declines very rapidly for the first few
mismatches (85% reduction for 5 base pairs), by a mechanism linked to the MutS mismatch
repair system, and that this mechanism then saturates so that the decline thereafter follows a
very similar log-linear relationship to that seen in those bacteria studied to date (Fig 1A).
Similarly, there are anomalies, such as the reported 106 reduction in recombination rate
(using phage-mediated transduction) between Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium and
S. enterica serovar Typhi, which are only about 2% divergent (8, 29). Thus, before
conclusions can be reached about the feasibility of speciation occurring by distance-scaled
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recombination, details of the dependence of the recombination rate on sequence divergence
must be known. (11).
Using methods based on MLST (2) we can identify strains from natural populations of
bacteria separated by single recombination events and calculate the divergence between the
ancestral and inserted allele (30). In those species supporting sufficient levels of sequence
diversity, such as Neisseria meningitidis and S. pneumoniae, these may frequently be highly
divergent: over 5%. This demonstrates that, at least within some species, extensive sequence
divergence is no bar to recombination. Mechanisms of reproductive isolation other than
sequence divergence certainly exist, such as niche differentiation, differences in DNA
exchange by phage-mediated transduction owing to incompatibility in susceptibility to
phage infection or restriction-modification systems, or differences in transformability in
response to hormones (11, 31). These mechanisms have not yet been implicated in the
process of bacterial speciation, but their impact could be profound.
Slow allopatric speciation in sexual bacteria
So far we have considered only the case of a single population. Prolonged physical
separation (allopatry) will reduce mixing and recombination between bacteria, and by
random accumulation of mutations, two separated populations will genetically diverge at
twice the mutation rate (2m). As this happens, the intrinsic capacity for recombination
between the populations is reduced. The question then arises at what point should they be
termed species?
For sexual populations (above the critical recombination threshold) speciation can be said to
have occurred when the populations fail to blend even if the barrier isolating them was
removed. If the rate at which two populations can exchange genes depends on the genetic
distance between the populations, then if this distance is below a threshold recombination
can cause distinct populations to converge and blend. If on the other hand this genetic
distance is above a threshold, then recombinational incompatibility between the populations
is such that the populations can never blend, and could legitimately be considered distinct
species (27). Thus, the degree of divergence induced by allopatry or other mechanisms of
separation required for speciation to occur is not a constant, but depends on the rate of
recombination between similar genotypes. When separation is not sufficient to cause
speciation, and sympatry is restored, blending will occur more rapidly than allopatric
divergence (Fig 3); however genetic diversity is transiently enhanced owing to the long-term
persistence of alleles from both populations. Separation thresholds and the dynamics of
blending are explored further in (27). In summary, simple allopatry will only generate
distinct clusters of strains over very long periods.
Comparison to multi-locus sequence analysis
The inferred genetic map for a sample of bacteria from the mitis group Streptococci (Fig 4)
(30) was obtained from the sequences of six of the seven genes that define the Streptococcal
MLST scheme and calculating the matrix of sequence divergence between isolates. ddl is
excluded because it is linked to genes determining penicillin resistance, which undergo
interspecific transfer more frequently than others (this is an interesting example of selection
directly affecting the genetic interrelatedness of populations, albeit at one locus). Named
species are currently defined by a strict series of phenotypic tests and these indeed
correspond to clear clusters of related bacteria. However, these clusters are not uniform, for
example S. pneumoniae is less divergent than the other named species.
For S. pneumoniae the recombination rate has been estimated to be roughly three times the
mutation rate (per locus) (19), i.e., above the clonal/sexual threshold, and thus should
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behave as a sexual population. The distance between species is quite variable. The
divergence between S. pneumoniae and S. oralis is over 10%, and thus, based on Fig 1A, we
presume that the recombination rate between them is suppressed approximately 100-fold.
Thus, even if opportunities for recombination between these were as frequent as
intraspecific recombination, they would not blend owing to genetic divergence. By contrast,
the divergence between S. pneumoniae and S. pseudopneumoniae is about 3%, so that
interspecific recombination should only be reduced four-fold relative to intraspecific
recombination. In sympatry, this is not sufficiently divergent to prevent blending.
Interestingly, both types of streptococci appear to share a very similar lifestyle within the
human nasopharynx and we thus hypothesise that a mechanism must act to separate the two
populations, and that they could thus be considered nascent species. Speciation could be
considered complete once these populations have diverged enough for blending by
sympatric recombination to be genetically impossible.
Conclusions
Our model is a grossly oversimplified caricature of genetic diversification and speciation,
but nonetheless gives some insight into the interplay between mutation, recombination and
genetic divergence. For the case of diversity generated by neutral drift, we have derived a
simple phenomenology of species. If recombination is less common than mutation, the
situation is essentially clonal, and the population is characterized by a high degree of
clustering. In this case, we expect that while natural selection and geographic structure will
act to influence a process of clustering which may be inherent to clonal populations, they do
not actually cause the clustering. If recombination is more frequent than this, then a
threshold is crossed and recombination starts to act as a cohesive force on the population, by
breaking linkage between alleles and reducing genetic clustering. Such a situation could in
principle lead to dynamic speciation by chance drift, but only if the amount of variation
within the population is sufficient for recombination rates to vary appreciably between
members of the population. Based on current estimates for the species we have studied, this
does not occur, but should not be ruled out. Thus, in general, bacteria can and do form
sexual species, and mechanisms involving allopatry or niche specialization must be invoked
in speciation. In this case, the situation is largely analogous to speciation in higher
organisms, without the complications associated with sexual mating choice (32).
In our analysis we have not discussed the role natural selection may play in driving
speciation. This is not because we do not believe selection to be important, quite the
contrary. Rather it is instructive to understand the dynamics of neutral diversification and
speciation to then understand how different types of selection, might influence this process.
Also, we might plausibly hypothesize that even in a structured adaptive landscape,
adaptation to different niches may involve selection at a small proportion of loci, and thus
that the generation of genomic barriers to recombination arises by the accumulation of
selectively neutral mutations, a process governed by simple rules not dissimilar to those
described here. In this sense, we may expect our results to be applicable to much larger
values of the effective population size, where selective forces are amplified relative to drift.
Some additional simulations and discussion of the effect of increasing Ne are in (27).The
derivation of analytical approximations to the processes of cluster dynamics (i.e., splitting,
extinction, blending and relative drift) described here will help in exploring this further.
An alternative perspective on bacterial speciation has been provided by Cohan who
identified the clonal-sexual threshold for neutral drift, but has emphasized that the threshold
for sharing adaptive polymorphisms is much higher (33), leading to the notion that
populations may be adaptively distinct but indistinguishable using neutral markers. These
studies have emphasized the role of adaptive mutations in designating “ecotypes” as putative
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species (34). Our analyses suggest that for populations with recombination rate above the
sexual threshold, ecotypes could rapidly blend should the adaptive landscape change and the
barriers between niches be removed, and that below the sexual threshold, differentiation into
distinct genetic clusters arises even in the absence of selection.
Our model highlights the importance of a detailed quantitative description of the processes
that drive speciation. The simulations used here are based on generic plausible parameters,
but further work is required to produce simulations properly calibrated to individual sets of
experimental observations. For example, while the log-linear relation observed in Fig 1
seems general, and to be strikingly similar among bacteria as different as Streptococci,
Haemophilus and Bacillus species, more effort is needed to measure recombination rates
between closely related bacteria, as exceptions and anomalies have been documented in
some systems (11, 28, 29), and also to estimate gene flow within and between natural
populations. Examination of the Streptococci (Fig 4) reveals a diversity of patterns between
relatively closely related species, as well as apparent asymmetries in gene flow which are
not easily explained by simple models. More work is also required to explore the interplay
between recombination and adaptation in more realistic selective landscapes, including in
particular the role of epistatic interactions which can promote diversity and limit the scope
for genome-wide selective sweeps.
In our opinion, understanding the nature and organization of genetic diversity can only be
achieved by taking a multifaceted approach to the problem. Genetic surveys can reveal the
extent and nature of the diversity that surrounds us. Careful experimentation can highlight
potential mechanisms for creating the observed patterns. Theoretical models can then be
used to explore whether the link between mechanisms and observation is plausible. Since
the technological capacity for sequencing and simulating sequences are both growing
exponentially, the ability to link those into a consistent picture may soon only be limited by
our imagination (37).
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
A, Recombination rate for a range of related donors, as a function of the proportion of
sequence which is different (sequence divergence), for a variety of bacterial recipients: ●,
Bacillus subtilis, □, Bacillus mojavensis, ◆, Streptococcus pneumoniae and Δ, Escherichia
coli. The best fit log-linear curve is shown, with intercept 0.8% and slope 19.8. Data are
from (12-14). Slopes for individual named species range from 17.9 for S. pneumoniae to
25.7 for E. coli. B, genome of S. pneumoniae (from (35)) and location of the MLST genes.
C, schematic representation of the simulated genomes, in a stochastic neutral model: MLST
genes are highlighted.
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Figure 2.
Simulated genetic structure of a clonal population (A-C) and sexual population (D-F). All
populations are evolving under neutral drift and are homogeneously mixing. Genetic maps
(A,D,G), which are determined by principal co-ordinate analysis (36), represent the genetic
distances between 1,000 randomly chosen isolates from the simulated population after 106
generations have elapsed. Co-ordinates are expressed in units of sequence divergence. An
alternative way to represent clustering is the distribution of sequence divergence between
pairs of isolates in the population (B, E, H). The thin lines show the distance between five
random strains and all the other strains in the sample, while the thick red line shows the
distribution of all the pairwise distances (thick red line). Where there is little clustering (E),
all pairwise distances are similar and the distribution has a single peak, while where there is
strong clustering (B, H), the distribution has multiple peaks corresponding to pairwise
comparisons within and between clusters. (C, F, I) show this distribution of pairwise
comparisons evolving over 106 generations. To normalise the distribution, pairs of isolates
are compared for the number of alleles that are different, between 0 and 70, rather than for
the proportion of base pairs, as in (B, E, H). The height of the distribution is represented by
color shade, ranging from black (0.0) to red (>0.1), so that peaks in the (B, E, H) correspond
to red shaded areas in (C, F, I). C and I show clusters moving apart, visible as red peaks
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moving up through time. When clusters split, a new peak appears at the bottom, while
extinctions are apparent from peaks disappearing. F shows instead more stable population
structure with a stable diffuse cluster being maintained throughout the simulation. Parameter
values for θ and ρ, the population mutation and recombination rates, are θ=2, ρ=0.01 (A-C),
ρ=20*10-18x, where x is the sequence divergence (D-F). We also explored under which
conditions clustering could occur in the presence of high recombination rates (G-I). Clusters
with high within cluster recombination can be generated, mimicking spontaneous speciation
(G-I), but require that recombination rate declines as a function of sequence divergence at a
very rapid rate uncharacteristic of most bacteria studied to date, such that ρ=20*10-300x.
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Figure 3.
Genetic maps of a population temporarily divided by a strong barrier. With parameters as in
Fig 2 for the sexual population, a split is introduced after 300,000 generations (A). After
300,000 generations apart, the populations have drifted and are clearly distinct (B). At this
point the populations are re-united; after 10,000 generations, little distinction remains (C),
and after a further 10,000 generations no remnants of the separation are evident (D).
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Figure 4.
Genetic map of the Streptococcus genus, based on concatenated sequences of MLST genes
(excluding ddl). Samples from four named species are highlighted as: red, S. pneumoniae,
yellow, S. pseudopneumoniae, purple, S. mitis and brown, S. oralis. The three light blue dots
represent strains for which the named species status could not be assessed.
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